
   Water Source: Types                Visual Aids 

1 Unprotected mountain spring  

2 Open  water from a river  

3 Collecting water from rainwater puddles  

4 Protected spring water  

5 Borehole with handpump  

6 Communal tap  

7 Private tap with meter  

8 Buying from water kiosk  

9 Cement rain water tank  

10 Plastic rain water tank   

11 Gravity pipe line and tank  

12 Rainwater from roof, unprotected  
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WATER SOURCES 

ACTIVITY:  Three Group Sorting     

CARD SET:   12 

TIME:    1 hour 

OBJECTIVE:   To analyze the difference between water sources 

KEY MESSAGE: ‘Don’t drink water like a cow.’ 

METHOD:  

1. Collect all the pictures which show different types of water source. 

2. Give all the pictures out to different members. 

3. Ask each person to come to the front and describe the TYPES of water source in the 

picture. 

4. Ask the audience to decide which of the pictures show safe drinking water source. 

5. Sort out the pictures into three groups: Safe, Unsafe and neutral (not sure). 

6. Now ask the those holding the pictures to arrange themselves in a line, from unsafe 

through to very safe. 

7. Ask everyone in the audience to stand behind the type of water source that they use 

for drinking water. 

8. If some pictures have no one behind them discard them as they do not apply to this 

area. 

9. Note of how many people use each type of water source. 

RECOMMENDED PRACTICES: 

 

1. Each household needs to have access to clean water source  

2. Be fully aware of protecting water source from contamination 

3. Be careful to save clean water. 

4. Have a committee to ensure water source is maintained well. 

5. Do not wash, bath, prepare food, or kill animals near public water sources. 

6. Do not urinate or defecate or build latrine near water sources (under 30m). 
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